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Every type of motoring offence can lead to some sort of tricky situation. Although the accused
personal may get away easily by paying some heavy cash amount as penalty, but that may well not
end the trouble. A certain penalty point is added to the accused personalâ€™s license. In addition, when
the total number of penalty point reaches 12 in three calendar years, totting up takes place.

When Totting up takes place, a driver may get his/her driving license suspended for a minimum
period of 6 months. Maximum suspension order can be 24 months! Once the license is suspended,
the driver legally cannot drive a vehicle within that particular period. However, if the driver is taking
some illegal steps, then do it at their own risk. However, illegal driving is even a much severe
offence. It can lead to jail sentence for 5 years! In addition, not only jail sentence, but also the
accused driver needs to pay monetary amount as penalty fine. The fine amount can be quite higher.

In UK or US, traffic sergeants have full power to stop a vehicle in the mid of road and ask driver for
a breath test. The legal officer can force driver to sit for breath test. Refusing breath test can be
quite offensive and is considered to a big offence. There is a certain limitation of alcohol intake while
driving vehicles. Anything higher than the limitation level will result in penalty points and fine.
Cancelling license may also happen in case a driver carries out such an offence on regular basis.
Breaking the speed barrier can lead to penalty points. In most of the case, speed limit is broken by
those who drink and drive. This even leads to severe accidents. Hence, driving laws have become
such strict in this part of the world.
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For more information on a Totting up, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a Refusing breath test!
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